ACROSS
1. Pacers and Ramblers of automotive history
5. Callender of the frozen-food aisle
10. Blue Ribbon brewer
15. Kwik-E-___ (Apu's charge on "The Simpsons")
16. Motrin alternative
17. Priest's advice
18. Welcome novelty
21. Euphoria
22. Bikini event, in old headlines
23. Storied planner of the abduction of the Sabine women
24. John who teaches acting at his alma mater Johns Hopkins
26. Mensch
31. Trails for bloodhounds
33. Looks sullen
34. Baseball stat certain to have a decimal point
35. "The ___ Eve" (Barbara Stanwyck film)
36. Lupine disguise in the Brothers Grimm
38. Informed about
39. Emulating
40. Home of the imposing rock formation known as Benbulbin
41. Yoga position
42. Misfit
46. Heterochthonous
47. Exert some pull
50. Literary father of Ada Lovelace
52. One cheered for stealing, maybe
53. Thick-skinned fortitude
57. Infant condition for which the second-century physician Galen recommended opium
58. Skips town
59. Sautéing shortcut for Rachael Ray?
60. Part of a helm or a hill
61. Sting
62. Reef predators

3. Madame Tussauds collection
5. Indian elephant trainer
6. King of Naples in "The Tempest"
7. One maintaining order on the court, say
8. Process preceding gestational surrogacy, briefly
9. In perpetuity, to poets
10. Cornish ___ (meat pies)
11. Parthenon goddess
12. Burlesque accessories
13. Huff
14. 3x, in prescriptions
19. Keepers of organized notes
20. Greasy spoon, e.g.
24. Myriad
25. Treat with disdain, in a way
27. Vessel for Rip Van Winkle
28. Aiming to fix
29. 1982 sci-fi film with a "light cycle racing game"
30. Korean word for the number "one"
31. Patron saint of Norway
32. "Still Life--Fast Moving" painter
36. Decoupage step

DOWN
1. What preserved dinosaur DNA in "Jurassic Park"
2. Thomas of "That Girl"
3. Quaffs in some IBC six-packs
4. Bridge toll, e.g.
5. Ex-band member, perhaps
6. Rose essence
7. Host of both the Tonys and the Primetime Emmys in 2013
8. "Not all those who ___ are lost": Tolkien
9. If everything goes right
10. Song appropriate for 51 Down
11. Devices from Palm that competed with BlackBerries
12. German city on the Danube
13. Korean word for the number "one"
14. Org. with a "Degrees Not Debt" campaign
15. Patron saint of Norway
16. "Still Life--Fast Moving" painter
17. Rose essence
18. Song appropriate for 51 Down
19. Korean word for the number "one"
20. Ex-band member, perhaps
21. Rose essence
22. German city on the Danube
23. Korean word for the number "one"
24. Org. with a "Degrees Not Debt" campaign
25. Patrician saint of Norway
27. Rose essence
28. Song appropriate for 51 Down
29. Korean word for the number "one"
30. Ex-band member, perhaps
31. Rose essence
32. German city on the Danube
33. Korean word for the number "one"
34. Ex-band member, perhaps
35. Rose essence
36. Song appropriate for 51 Down
37. Reverential ceremony
38. Bridge toll, e.g.
39. Ex-band member, perhaps
40. Rose essence
41. Rose essence
42. Rose essence
43. Rose essence
44. Rose essence
45. Rose essence
46. Rose essence
47. Rose essence
48. Rose essence
49. Rose essence
50. Rose essence
51. Rose essence
52. Rose essence
53. Rose essence
54. Rose essence
55. Rose essence
56. Rose essence
57. Rose essence
58. Rose essence
59. Rose essence
60. Rose essence
61. Rose essence
62. Rose essence
63. Rose essence
64. Rose essence
65. Rose essence
66. Rose essence
67. Rose essence
68. Rose essence
69. Rose essence
70. Rose essence
71. Rose essence
72. Rose essence
73. Rose essence
74. Rose essence
75. Rose essence
76. Rose essence
77. Rose essence
78. Rose essence
79. Rose essence
80. Rose essence
81. Rose essence
82. Rose essence
83. Rose essence
84. Rose essence
85. Rose essence
86. Rose essence
87. Rose essence
88. Rose essence
89. Rose essence
90. Rose essence
91. Rose essence
92. Rose essence
93. Rose essence
94. Rose essence
95. Rose essence
96. Rose essence
97. Rose essence
98. Rose essence
99. Rose essence
100. Rose essence
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